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Crimping
String a crimp 
tube and pass 
through the 
connection finding. Pass back 
through the tube, leaving a 
short tail. Use the back notch 
of a crimping pliers to pinch 
the tube into a U, leaving 
a wire on each side of the 
bend. Rotate the tube 90° and 
use the front notch to form 
the pinched tube into a clean 
cylinder.

This cascade of butterscotch donuts is created by weaving beading wire in and out of the center of each donut 

to connect them. Rough recycled glass rounds out the necklace and makes it a real showpiece.

Butterscotch Drops

Step 1: Use the head pin to string the 

6mm rondelle, the resin drop, the 

cone, and the 4mm rondelle. Make a 

double loop. Connect the two jump 

rings and attach one jump ring to the 

loop. Set aside.

Step 2: Cut 60" of wire and pass through 

the fi rst loop on the hook side of the 

clasp. Hold the wire ends together 

and string a crimp tube. Pull the tube 

down to the clasp at the center of the 

wire, and crimp.

Step 3: String a donut on one of the wires 

and pass back through it with the 

second wire. Repeat for a total of 27 

donuts. As you string and weave the 

donuts, be sure to keep the wire rela-

tively loose so that the donuts touch 

one another’s edges, not faces.

Step 4: Hold the wire ends together and 

string a crimp tube. Pass one wire 

end through the fi rst loop on the eye 

side of the clasp and back through 

the crimp tube. Snug the beads and 

crimp. Trim both wire ends.

Step 5: Repeat Steps 2–4 twice, using 

the second and fourth loops on both 

sides of the clasp.

Step 6: Attach 22" of wire to the third 

loop on the hook side of the clasp 

using a crimp tube. String 3 seed 

beads and 1 recycled glass seven 

times. String 3 seed beads and the top 

ring of the dangle. String 1 recycled 

glass and 3 seed beads seven times. 

String 1 crimp tube. Pass through the 

third loop on the eye side of the clasp 

and back through the crimp tube. 

Snug the beads and crimp. (

M a t e r i a l s
45 size 6° gold seed beads
81 butterscotch 14mm donuts
14 faceted barrel 12×25mm olive 

recycled glass beads
1 vermeil 4mm rondelle
1 vermeil 6mm rondelle
1 vermeil 14×26mm cone
1 amber 35×40mm resin drop
8 gold-fi lled 2mm crimp tubes
2 gold-fi lled 6mm jump rings
1 gold-fi lled 3" head pin
1 vermeil four-strand hook and eye 

clasp
202" of 24k gold .019 beading wire

T o o l s
Round-nose pliers
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers

RESOURCES

Check with your local bead shop. Rondelles: Sweet Creek Creations (wholesale only), www.sweet-

creek.com; cone: Bobby Bead, www.bobbybead.com; clasp: Nina Designs (wholesale only), 

www.ninadesigns.com; wire: Soft Flex Company, www.softfl excompany.com.

Wirework
To form a double 
simple loop, make 
the 90º bend at least 
1" from the end of 
the wire. Make a simple loop 
and continue wrapping the 
wire around the round-nose 
pliers to form two complete 
loops.
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